
Referee´s review on the doctoral thesis (dissertation) of Vinay Kumar M.Sc. 

 

Mr. Vinay Kumar, M.Sc. submitted his doctoral thesis entitled ´Posttranslational 

modifications in soluble recombinant therapeutical proteins secreted by lower 

eukaryotes: structure and function´ to defend at the Department of Biochemistry of Charles 

University in Prague. In beginning of my review I can state with conscience's sake that I have 

found the dissertation book including results achieved by the candidate as excellent one. 

There is no doubt about that from both point of view a formal quality as well as result content 

and their interpretation.  

 

In the first introductory part of the thesis the author has put together currently topic 

knowledge about NK cell receptors emphasizing lectin features of some of them, especially 

focusing on CD69 structural and functional entity. Of course, author of the thesis was lucky 

working on this particular topic under guidance of Prof. Karel Bezouska, one of the leading 

research scientist in the world in this area of molecular immunology. Mr. Viney Kumar has 

done, however, a great contribution in terms of a getting successfully CD69 lectin molecules 

over-expressed in Pichia yeast/eukaryotic expression system. Also this part of the project is 

properly introduced in the first chapter of the thesis. The third portion of the introduction has 

approached an important structural topic of disulfide bonds in eukaryotic proteins, techniques 

and procedures available in current protocols of structural biochemistry of proteins.  

 

Regarding posttranslational creation of disulfide bonds in a protein of the animal origin but in 

yeast cell expression system I would like to ask the author of PhD thesis whether a redox 

potential in the secretory pathway in yeast cells has properly matched that redox potential in 

a lumen of endoplasmic reticulum of a regular animal cell system. In other words, if yeast 

cells are really able to shape animal/mammalian proteins in terms of their folding including 

disulfide bonds properly oxidized.    

 

Last part of an introduction to the thesis, its author has focused on glycosylation of eukaryotic 

proteins, another profile portion of the dissertation project.  My question on the author is 

despite a lack of glycans in molecules of glycoproteins does not affect the functional 

properties at all or no much I would like to know if there is evidence about any co-

receptor/essential purpose of glycan portion of a glycoprotein in the ligand x receptor 

interactions within immune-recognition.   

 

Another question I would like to know the answer on is whether is there any O-type of 

glycosylation ever described at a NK cell glycoprotein? 

 

A therapeutic use of the CD69 recombinant molecules is rather exciting and therefore my 

question for the author is how realistic a therapeutic use of this tool actually is? 

 

Other chapters of the dissertation book, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion, 

Summery, have fulfilled all requirements that an experimental research/scientific work 

demands. The considerably great advantage of a robust mass spectrometry techniques was 

taken and thus the results received are highly competitive. Of course, a new method/approach 

the author has developed to justify of disulfide bond bridges accurately is of the most 

important achievement of the thesis author.   

 

The most important results achieved within the PhD thesis project the author of dissertation 

has published in three scientific articles: 



 

(1) in FEBS Journal dealing with soluble recombinant CD69 receptors, although the size 

of authors team is rather large (20 co-authors), and Mr. Kumar is in middle of the team 

by an order I do believe that he has played an important role in terms of setting and 

carrying the Pichia  yeast expression system out;  

(2) in PROTEINS: Structure, Function and Bioinformatics, this is an article already in 

press, and Mr. Kumar is the first author. The most valuable contribution of the 

dissertation  authors reflects his main task – recombinant CD69 expression in Pichia 

yeast cell system; 

(3)  in Analytical Chemistry where the author has submitted a methodologically essential 

article on an original approach to a mass spectrometry evaluation of disulfide bonds. It 

seems to me as a communicaation of high importance once published.  

 

In conclusion, I am pleased to state that Mr. Vinay Kumar M.Sc. submitted a doctoral 

thesis of high quality,and provided he has fulfilled all requirements as well as successfully 

defended the thesis then I can clearly recommend Mr. Vinay Kumar M.Sc.  with the respect 

to all measures of Charles University in Prague to award Mr. Vinay Kumar an academic title 

DOCTOR abbreviated as Ph.D. 
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